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What Was the Lewis and Clark Expedition? Wonderopolis Jefferson hoped that Lewis and Clark would find a water route linking the Columbia and Missouri rivers. This water link would connect the Pacific Ocean with the Lewis & Clark National Historic Trail (U.S. National Park Service) Lewis and Clark. Archives. Maps PBS Lewis and Clark: American Explorers - EnchantedLearning.com Meriwether Lewis and William Clark are best known for their exploration from Lewis and Clark's outbound route is shown in red, and return route in green. Lewis and Clark in Kansas - Kansapedia - Kansas Historical Society Did Lewis and Clark intend to discover the Pacific Ocean? no one say Lewis and Clark discovered anything, since Native Americans living along their route Corps of Discovery - The Lewis & Clark Expedition The Route of the Corps of Discovery to the Pacific. Courtesy of Florentine Films NOTE: Outbound route shown in red, inbound in blue. The Route of the Corps The Lewis & Clark Expedition She traveled with the expedition westward to the Pacific Ocean and back to North Lewis and Clark's journey took 2 years, 4 months, and 10 days; they covered 3,700 miles from the Mississippi River to the Pacific Ocean in non-motorized boats, on horseback, and on foot. To carry the Corps and its cargo on the first leg of their journey, Lewis had a water route to the Pacific Ocean. - HistoryLink.org He hoped to establish trade with the Native American people of the West and find a water route to the Pacific. Jefferson was also fascinated by the prospect of Planning and Preparation - Lewis and Clark - Corps of Discovery. The Lewis and Clark Trail is a cultural destination that covers over 4600 miles, of Montana, Idaho, Washington, Oregon, concluding at the Pacific Ocean. Thomas Jefferson and the Lewis and Clark Expedition - Monticello On May 14th 1804 Meriwether Lewis and William Clark set out on an to see plains and a river flowing to the Pacific, but he finds even more mountains. In 1803 Thomas Jefferson sent Meriwether Lewis and William Clark's Corps of Discovery to find a water route to the Pacific and explore the uncharted West. Lewis and Clark Expedition - Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia The Lewis and Clark Expedition's findings forced the nation to face the harsh reality that no easy all-water route to the Pacific existed. Nevertheless, the Lewis and Clark Expedition United States history Britannica.com Lewis and Clark West to the Pacific by Frank R. Bob. Davenport. Photo and Copyright held by: Lewis and Clark Trail Heritage Foundation, Inc. The Lewis and Clark Journey Ends History Smithsonian The triumphant return of the Lewis and Clark expedition. After reaching the Pacific Ocean in November 1805, the corps established Fort Clatsop, near Lewis and Clark's Historic Trail In their search for a water route to the Pacific Ocean, they opened a window into the Lewis and Clark Expedition was to record the names of the nations National Geographic: Lewis & Clark—Journey Log Our Lewis & Clark Tour is based on his journey following the path of Lewis and Clark from Great Falls, Montana to the Pacific Coast. The authenticity of this Lewis & Clark: Mapping the West - National Museum of Natural History The Lewis and Clark expedition was an important journey and one of the most important historical events in the history of the United States. The Lewis and Clark Trail? Jefferson had previously instigated three unsuccessful attempts to find a route to the Pacific, 1783 by George Rogers Clark (brother of William Clark), 1787-88 by rivers, through plains and high deserts to the wave-lapped Pacific coast. The Lewis and Clark Trail today is a collection of scenic byways, historic Take a Lewis And Clark Trail Tour through Idaho, Montana, Oregon, and Washington. Discover the Rivers of Lewis and Clark - The Lewis and Clark Trail Jefferson had also read Captain James Cook's A Voyage to the Pacific Ocean. The route of Lewis and Clark's expedition took them up the Missouri River to its Lewis and Clark's Expedition from Missouri to the Pacific Look at the area between the Mississippi River on the east and the Pacific Ocean. Jefferson hoped that Lewis and Clark would find a water route across North Lewis and Clark Expedition - United States American History Lewis History Lewis spent months preparing observation skills to document the natural resources that the expedition encountered. Lewis and Clark's route to the Pacific Ocean Lewis and Clark Tour Stephen Ambrose Tours Kids learn about the biography and life of explorers Meriwether Lewis and William Clark, Lewis and Clark on the trail with Sacagawea The Pacific Ocean Lewis and Clark and the Route to the Pacific (World Explorers LewisandClarkTrail.com invites you to locate the Hotel that meet your travel On May 14, 1804, the Corps of Discovery began their journey up the Missouri River. Columbia to the Pacific Ocean at Astoria, Oregon, and Ilwaco, Washington. Lewis & Clark National Historic Trail - Top 10 Scenic Drives Corps of Discovery, United States Army, Lewis and Clark Commemorative Logo. &C Home The Lewis' Preparations for the Journey to the Pacific Ocean Lewis and Clark: The Expedition of the Corps of Discovery Lewis and Clark and the Route to the Pacific (World Explorers) [Seamus Cavan] on Amazon.com. *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. An account of the Frequently Asked Questions About the Lewis and Clark Expedition Discoverers - Lewis and Clark and the Trailblazers 6 Mar 2003. On November 15, 1805, Lewis and Clark and the Corps of two miles southeast of what is now the town of Chinook, on U.S. Route 101. Lewis and Clark - Facts & Summary - HISTORY.com Upon reaching the Pacific Ocean, Clark estimated that they had traveled 4,126. Visit National Geographic to experience The Lewis and Clark Journey Log that Thomas Jefferson's Vision for the Lewis and Clark Expedition Jefferson's hope was that Lewis and Clark would find an easy water route to the Pacific--a simple way west for traders and emigrants alike. He also wanted